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It began with a concern for the status of the Stockholm suburban centers and ended with a 
sports hall, an amphitheater and an activity path.

Extract from thesis booklet:

”The City of Stockholm has never had so many planned or recently built gallerias. Large scale 
structures who’s very existence depends of people paying to inhabit them. At the same time there 
are alarming reports on degraded suburban centers. The aim of this research project is to get to 
know why these places seem so easy to shed and what could be done to prevent it. I believe the 
background of the problem has to do with social policies but also with an outdated view of what 
our suburban center should look like. I believe we need new strategies for competing with the shop-
ping malls, outlets and bulk-buys. I believe that the society has something to gain from strengthe-
ning the small-scale centers’ positions. It has a role as gathering space for all people. Without being 
depending on cars it is accessible and open for everyone, it is a democratic space with a human 
scale often with services such as elderly homes, local services, smaller shops, restaurants and li-
braries. It is often placed in the centerpiece of a mixed settlement of larger houses in the periphery 
and high rises closest the transport. This centerpiece functions as a natural place to come together 
but also offers a sense of identity to gather around. Feeling that you belong to a place, being able 
to say ”I come from Suburb X” and gathering around that feeling of belonging somewhere might 
become a reason to bother and to take care of the immediate built surroundings.”

I realized that my strong feelings for this subject was founded by me growing up in one of the 
above suburbs. I come from Barkarby, a place most people associate with IKEA and Stockholm 
Quality Outlet. It suffers from an apparent lack of self-identity.

What I also knew was that this place is about to undergo several major infrastructural changes. 
Today’s train station is being moved 250 meters to the north, connecting to an extended blue 
subway line. The platform is being removed and the railway will be expanded with two ad-
ditional train tracks to make room for long distance trains. The station will have a new name, 
Stockholm Väst, and in the surrounding area 15 000 new apartments are being built over the 
next 10 years. 

I saw the chance of taking advantage of this extensive infrastructural development, trying to 
rethink what a suburb is and what could be done to strengthen it’s position. I started reading 
about the development of Stockholms suburbs and why some seems to function very well 
while others are sleepy or even problematic. I realized that a place with a given identity and that 
you feel proud of is an incentive for taking care of the immediate built surroundings. It brings 
prople together and creates a sense of community.

The starting point was the current centrum which will no longer be a strategic place for daily 
services but will still be situated close to the subway station. I started focusing on a possible 
reprogramming of the existing structures.  I tried to reevaluate the place I had seen every day 
when growing up, something that was harder than I thought. A swot-analyze helped me detec-
ting the what I had not seen before and I started focusing on the ”opportunities”, trying to find 
new uses. 

Parallel to this I tried to find the strengths of today’s suburbs. I went on a trip around Stock-
holm to document what I found, searching for what we call ”förortsromantik”, suburban ro-
mance. What I found was neighbooring and well functioning local activities/initiatives like 
sport clubs and allotment gardening. But also more spontaneous and not very outspoken fun-
ctions such as skate boarding, graffiti painting, discovering hostile and forgotten places, bicyc-
ling, walking the dog, pensioners or gangs of youth just hanging around. These things are hard 
to get, but often a part of these environments and something that makes them colorful. Perhaps 
the strength of these features is the lack of clear intentions and instructions, which triggers 
one’s imagination That is however how I experienced growing up in this place. An idea could 
be to make an extract of these qualities to use as an injection to bring life to the place. At the 
same time focusing on strengthen it’s identity, not imposing a made-up one. 

I found it hard to keep within the limits of the centrum structures and got more and more 
interested in the underground path going to the other side. I started focusing on connecting 
the two sides today divided by the traintracks and highway, first with a reprogrammation of 
existing structures along the path. Later the idea of a visual sound barrier, made of coloured 
red concrete seemed to be a pragmatic solution to the problem. But how would it affect the 
problem in a larger perspective?

I went back to the more general question about how to rethink the development of today’s 
suburbs. In Stockholm as well as in other European cities the city core remains dense while 
surrounded by an out sprawled settlement possible thanks to cars and roads. When going for a 
more sustainable development supported by public transport the sprawl is no longer optimal. 
Today our role model for dense development is the inner city, which is defined as a creative and 
livable place with a given attractiveness. We tend to imitate it, forgetting the disadvantages of 
city life. After all there is a reason why people want to live in the suburb. The attractiveness of 
the inner city also puts the suburbs in a colonial relationship, always relating to the city core as 
the center of power while the suburbs become sleepy and unattractive outskirts.

But are all suburbs the same? The subway suburbs in Stockholm were once radical and a sym-
bol for the modern lifestyle. They “were the social democratic welfare society’s idea about the 
livable city”. I started comparing subway suburbs to commuter railway suburbs and found a 
general difference. Both the subway and tram are easy to integrate in urban settlements. But 
when it comes to the train it is the opposite. At the same time as it represents the artery supp-
lying the city with people it is a physical barrier, creating a dead zone that is both visually and 
physically dividing the settlement into 2 parts. 

I started investigating what has formed these barriers, and found several different regulations 
dealing with protection against noise and a possible train derailment. I realized the only way of 
building closer to the train tracks and highway is to start counting the suburbs as ”dense areas”. 
In case of a change in attitude I started sketching on sound proof housing, but soon figured 
the question is rather if we build housing rather than how. I considered it to be more relevant 
to create something that increases the possibility of building housing on the ground near the 
track area. One way could be to place a strong program between the train tracks and the hig-
hway. But I  needed to sharpen the program so that it would make a strong impact.

Today sport facilities are located on isolated and unattractive ground. The rents are too high 
for local associations to use them. At the same time there is a will to be situated in the dense 
city fabric, which they cannot afford. The space between the highway and train tracks will in 
the future both be situated within the dense fabric but will not be very expensive because of it’s 
exposed position. Sports and recreation are at the same time the only activities allowed to exist 
in close proximity to the highway and train. Until now I hadn’t really seen this left over space 
in the middle as an opportunity. I was too busy concentrating on the old structures and the 
parking that I wanted to change. But then I realized that they would probably change if other 
things happened first.

I started seeing the whole area as my site, stretching between the subway and the existing 
underground path. That would question the space in-between, a pace that would otherwise 
continue to represent a barrier dividing the settlement into 2 parts. To not isolate the site and 
the suggested project and since the highway emits a higher noise than the train  parts of the 
program are situated underneath the train tracks.

This idea ended up being a more drastic solution, far from the idea about the small interven-
tions and reprogrammations, which might also have been the answer to my questions. But I 
found this idea the most challenging and that questions the area around the train the most.  
After all the most urban this place has got is the train, but still we tend to flee it. Instead the 
project is embracing the train. By putting the program underneath the tracks it shows the way 
for future railway infrastructure by suggesting how functions can be integrated under it and 
what benefits it has.  

The project manifests what I hope for; that municipalities dare to invest the same money in the 
suburb that is currently done in the inner city.



CURRENT STATE

Situated 15 minutes from Stockholm Cen-
tral, Barkarby is an area in the municipa-
lity of Järfälla, Stockholm County. In 2005 
it had 3926 inhabitants and it is included 
in its entirety in the Stockholm urban area. 
The name Barkarby was mentioned in land 
books for the first time in 1538. 

Today the centrum houses a grocery store, 
smaller restaurants, library, health center, 
two elderly homes and two hair saloons. The 
service functions are mainly situated in the 
lower parts of the centrum. This together 
with higher buildings with about 6-8 stories 
were built during the 1980’s, while lower 
4-story high residential buildings were built 
during the 1960’s.

In 1993 IKEA opened in Barkarby which 
formed the start of the establishment of a 
commerce center that currently stretches 
over 10 acres. The area is disconnected from 
the residential parts and train station. The 
only way to get to the site by public trans-
port is by bus line 567

Statistics

Year of construction: 1670 (Lasse Maja) 
1950-1980 (Barkarby centrum)

Area: Ca 210 acres

Postal code: Järfälla

Number of citizens: 12 285 (20129)

Most famous citizen: Christina Wahl-
dén, author. LasseMaja, thief

Unemployment: 3,2 % (Järfälla)

Rental apartments: 3% (Järfälla)

Condominums: 9,4 % (Järfälla)

Proprietorship: 87,6 % (Järfälla)

Most frequent recreational facility: 
Grass- and gravel fields (21 in Järfälla)

Tax rate: 30,73 % (Järfälla 2012)

Most prioritized areas of taxation, out 
of every100 SEK:
1. Elementary school
2. Childcare
3. Elderly care

Political governance:
2003-2006: Socialdemokraterna/Miljö-
partiet/Vänsterpartiet
2007-2010: Moderata Samlingspartiet/
Folkpartiet/Centerpartiet
2011-2014: Moderata Samlingspartiet/
Folkpartiet/Centerpartiet

Site area compared to Stadsbiblioteket site. 1:500

Site area in Barkarby in 1:500



Map 1:8000 showing current functions
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Public transport map showing the site in relation to Stockholm Central Map 1:120 000 showing the site in relation to Stockholm city

Aerial view of site



Space between the train tracks and highway seen from north (from bridge)

Centrum and housing seen from train platform

Underground path below train tracks

Train tracks next to walkway

Passage between train station and highway vidaukt



FUTURE

Construction phases. Courtesy of Järfälla Kommun. Development of Barkarbystaden. Courtsey of Järfälla Kommun. Expansion of railway tracks. Courtesy of Järfälla Kommun.100 m40
Skala  1:1000
0 01 20 30 50General survey of areas to be built on.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
EXISTING SETTLEMENT
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New station. 2015

New bridge. 2014
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Stockholm Väst. 2020

Housing 2020
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Current platform & station
to be demolished 2020

2 additional train tracks. 2020

Future plans illustrated in plan 1:2000



STUDIES

Subway stations in Stockholm

Commuter railway stations in Stockholm
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indoor sports in Stockholm currently lacking facilities

Already established associations

REGULATIONS FINDING AN IDENTITY

GENERAL ISSUES

Zon A: exempel på odling, ytparkering och tra�k
Zon B: till exempel bilservice, industri, kontor, lager och frilu�sområde
Zon C: till exempel bostäder, centrum, vård och skola

Riskhanteringsavstånd 150 m

Scattering of sound when using a sound barrier

Ca 10 m

Vegetation

Parking

Indoor parking/

O�ces

Residential

Storage

Ca 30 m Ca 200 m

Rules concerning the establishment near train

Transport of hazardous goods

Within a distance of 150 meters, a risk assessment with regard to the transport of hazardous goods should be carried out. 
The chart below shows the county administrative guidelines for how functions should be placed within these 150 meters. The 
boundaries are fluid and an individual assessment must be made at the perspective planning. The Planning and building Act 
(PBL)states that ”a departure from the general rule may be made in certain cases in larger citie, dense areas and at the com-
pletion of dense development along public transport routes in major cities”.

Examples of actions that allows derogation from the general rule:

- Centrally closable ventilation
- Ignition protected cladding on the façade
- Physical barriers such as dikes, walls, stable buildings (garages or similar) 
- Ditches which means that fluids do not flow to buildings 
- Evacuation facilities from buildings on the opposite side of the railroad

Conclusion

Departures from the general rule can only be made in the case of developments in cities or dense infrastructural projects. The 
definition of a suburb is that it is nor a city nor countryside. If the suburbs are to become it’s own node not realting to the in-
ner city it is important to, accordning to the rules, treat it as a city core to address the major zones parallel to the railways and 
integrate new development in the infrastructure.

NOISE

According the The Planning and Building act these are the maxiumum eqivalent levels that should be attained in the imme-
diate surroundings of residential areas:

- 30 dB(A) indoor in areas for rest, sleep and everyday socializing
- 35 dB(A) in areas such as kitchen, toilets and storage
- 55 dB(A) outside the facade
- 70 dB(A) at outside patios

Noise barriers to shield the sound should be advantageously placed as close to the receiver as possible (see below). Most of 
the sound continues at an angle sloping upwards why low structures preferably can be placed close to the screen.

Conclusion

In many suburbs the high rises are placed closest to the train tracks/station, something that could be questionable given that 
the ”audio shadow” next to a sound barrier is lower. Smaller town houses are also easier to make sound proof when desig-
ning the rooms disposition since they are large enough to make double-sided. This is also something that could be challen-
ged for finding strategies for places that struggles with large empty zones next to the railway tracks. 

Bullerskyddsskärmen ger god effekt då den placeras nära bullerkällan

Ljudets utbredningsväg gör att bullerskyddsskärmens effekt blir begränsad vid denna placering

Bullerskyddsskärmen ger god effekt även då den placeras nära mottagaren

Increase of commuter traffic in Sweden. Showing year 2030.

“Departures from the general rules may be made in 
certain cases in larger cities, dense areas and at the 
completion of dense development along public trans-
port routes in major cities”. Today the definition is that 
it is nor city nor countryside. The only way of building 
closer to the train tracks and highway to overcome the 
barrier seems to be to start counting the suburbs as 
dense development. ter traffic. ”

Larger apartments are easier smaller to provide with a sound 
protected side.

30 m230 m2

30 m230 m2

130 m2

Noise

Banor ingående i de övergripande näten

Banor under byggnad ingående i de övergripande näten

Banor, länkar som kan få stor betydelse i framtiden

Större vägar ingående i de övergripande stråken

Utpekade noder i de övergripande stråken

The same property owner makes the area 
static when its maintenance depends on 
1 single operator.

Smaller suburban clusters all ruled by 
one strong citycore.

Functions and roads already placed 
next to the train rails creates unused 
gaps wich increases the unactivated 
zone

STHLM

”A dead zone” is currently splitting 
the settlement into two parts. 
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The identity of the old center and it’s 
surroundings is taken over by IKEA and 
Barkarbystaden.

When the two new stations are being 
built there will be 2 links in the shape of 
bridges.

Sollentuna: 
- inomhusbandy
- inomhusfotboll

- inomhusfriidrott

Järfälla:
- Basket

- Friidrott
- Innebandy

- Konståkning

Stockholm:
- Inomhusfriidrott

- Basket
- Inomhusfotboll

- Kampsport
- Simning

UpplandsBro:
- Ishockey

Upplands Väsby:
- Inomhusfotboll

- Gymnastik
- Innebandy



PROPOSAL

The noise coming from the train is not com-
parable to the noise from the highway, since 
the new x60 train model is extremely quiet 
and the long-distance trains only pass by 
every 40 minutes. Even though the tracks 
are being expanded with two additional 
ones all passenger trains will be replaced by 
the x60 model and the sound level will only 
increase with approximately 1 dB. The hig-
hway on the other hand, emits a high and 
constant noise. 

Therefor, the project is taking the idea of 
this place becoming a dense settlement se-
riously by taking the first move and questio-
ning the area under and next to the train. 
That would also answer to the more gene-
ral question that many similar places suffers 
from, which is the train being a barrier. The 
only way of really overcoming the barrier is 
to deck over or dig under, so why not start 
this process while the site being under con-
struction anyway? 

The diagrams to the right explains the vari-
ous project components:

Location:

The planned area could because of it’s stra-
tegic location next to the public transport 
be connected to other areas both regionally 
to Stockholm and nearby municipalities but 
also locally. Schools and already existing 
sport clubs could benefit significantly from 
this facility. The project represents a first step 
in the development towards a strengthening 
of urban centers outside the inner city.

By placing the structure in-between the 
point of attraction will move from the two 
sides into the middle. 

Structure:

The project consists of 3 parts:

1. The amphitheater which functions as a 
kind of plaza. It fulfills a purpose even wit-
hout being crowded. It is questioning the 
space in between and creates a safe passage 
when crossing the tracks and highway.

2. The activity path represents a new kind 
of density based on the device that people 
come where people are and things happen 
where things happen. By visual leading the 
place seems crowded when entering it from 
both ends. 

3. The hall functions as a ”safe card”, so-
mething that makes this place living 24/7, 
even during winter time. The surface of a 
multihall, 40 x 20 metres, are often divided 
into smaller units to house activities in need 
for less space, which makes much of the area 
unused. Therefor the space contains a mix 
of smaller and larger spaces.

The common theme is the red coloured 
concrete which is weaved together with 
other materials depending on the function. 
During late summer evenings the red light 
is reflected against the south faced activity 
path and into the sports hall.

The ground on the north side of the activi-
ty path is remodeled in order to screen the 
noise from the highway. Evergreen plants 
are used so that the same effect can be ob-
tained during winter time.

The public and private flows of people are 
intertwined. Users of multi-hall stands for 
safety and the spontaneous visitors for live-
liness.

To build on the plot in the middle could 
function as a catalyzer for future develop-
ment of the adjacent areas. If the land is to 
become more attracive that could be an in-
centive to spend money on noise shielding 
and protection aganinst a possible train de-
railment . Therefor the strategy is to build 
a low structure in the middle, letting future 
facades facing each other linking the two si-
des visually. This could be an alternative to 
placing freestanding sound barriers parallel 
to the tracks and highway, which would only 
enchance the barrier effect. If housing is be-
ing built more passages can be added under 
the highway, something that is already pre-
pared for in the structure.

When remodeling the path in the future 
certain rules must be followed regarding 
heights and space for cyclists and pedestri-
ans. The 4,3 metres closest to the arcade 
must not exceed 1.5 meters  in order to keep 
a clear view and maintain the idea of visual 
guidance.

I found this idea the most challenging and 
that questions the area around the train the 
most.  After all the most urban this place has 
got is the train, but still we tend to flee it. 
Instead the project is embracing the train. 
By putting the program underneath the 
tracks it shows the way for future railway 
infrastructure by suggesting how functions 
can be integrated under it and what benefits 
it has.  



LOCATION

Landmark. The project puts Barkarby on the map and 
will no longer be known only for IKEA and Barkarby Han-
delsplats.

Transboundary. Map showing public transport rou-
tes to nearby municipalities:

Local base. Other functions in the area can take advan-
tage of the place. 

Inversion. Putting the node in the middle, letting it 
grow out on the sides insted of having the centers on each 
side of the barrier.

Football Club

Elementary 
school

Elementary 
school

High school

High school

Senior 
high school

Kinder garden

Parish



GSEducationalVersion

STRUCTURE

Constituents. 
The structure consists of three individual parts that to-
gether enriches each other.

Private and public. 
Users of the sports hall and spontaneous visitors interact 
when public and private is intertwined 

Activities 

The plaza1
The soft edged road2

The building3

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion

Tennis Volley-
ball

Fuzz-
ball

Multi:
- Floor ball
- Hand ball
- Football
- Basketball

Basketball

Basketball

PlaygroundHockey-
bockey

Volley-
ball

ClimbingBasket-
ball

Skate-
park

Squash

Badminton

Spontaneous

Organized

Spontaneous
or organized

GSEducationalVersion

Noise shielding. 
The vegetation is used to shield the noise of the highway.
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The exploitation of the site in the middle will increase the value of ne-
arby areas and generate a future establishment of housing. They could 
be designed as low one-single family houses where the facades facing 
the noise sources are sound proof.

POSSIBLE FUTURE

GSEducationalVersion
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OVERALL STRUCTURE
light, material, groundcovers

CONNECTION POINTS
The way down to the path

Youngsters acting like gangsters

Spontaneous football

Allotment gardening

Fast food places

Fast food places

Skate parks

Actually knowing people

Actually knowing people

Second-hand markets

Football club

Scouting

Enthusiasts

Old people

Discovering by cycling

Graffitti

Dogs

Being out late

REPROGRAMMATIONS
Social activation

Spontaneous basket ball

Allotment gardening

Temporary structures

Tree houses

Stealing apples

Football club

Old people

Hills with a view

Being out late

Stimulating the fantasy

ADJUSTMENTS
Earthwork, widening, small contributions

ADDITIONS
Dense housing/hotel

MIXED HOUSING

SKETCH PROCESS



Ref; BIG Architects; Superkilen in Copen- Ref; Valerio Olgiati; Scharans, Switzerland

Ref; BIG Architects;  Superkilen in Copen-

Ref; Pippilotti Rist; City Lounge in Switzer-

Viadukt before

Centre before

Centre after

Viadukt after

Skateboard ref; GatemanMilloy; Centennial skate park

Café/clubhouse + viewpoint

Gra�tti 
wall

Ice rink

Cinema

Housing

Market

Food 
trucks

Plan with inspiration from skate park architecture 1:1000

Diagrammatic sketch including program 1:1000
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Climbing
Basket ball

Football

Boule
Sleigh running

Housing

Housing

Market

Lots

Lots

Lots

Lots

Food trucks

Allotments

Earthwork strategies for insertion of concrete in underground path 1:500

Earthwork strategies for insertion of concrete in landscape 1:500

3D-model of sketch
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3D-model of sketch
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NIO Architecten; The Cyclopes, The Netherlands

Juzcar, Spain
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Ref; Isamu Naguchi; playground
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Ref; Erik Haar, Västerås idrottshall, Sverige

3D-model of sketch

Relocation of attraction point to the middle 1:2000
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EFTER DELKRITKIKEN:

Research
- No identity of it’s own. IKEA and Stockholm Quality Outlet. Suburban centers are being taken over by 
commercial initiatives/activities.
-  Europan brief: ”Revitalising currently unattractive public spaces needs consideration on a broader scale 
than the immediate site environment. Even if these spaces are sometimes small in scale, they are strate-
gic levers for activation on an urban level. Their impact in terms of identity and image often exceeds their 
physical limits and calls for a wider transformation of the existing fabric. Blind spots that have never had 
adequate use, or places whose initial functions are now obsolete or out of sync with the requirements of the 
inhabitants, can serve as platforms for activation and appropriation to mobilize the local population or a 
broader public. ...”
- The location is still great, even if not passed by every day.
- Sustainable development without cars and roads means sprawl is not optimal. We must build denser. Imi-
tate the concept of “city blocks?”. They need commercial activities to make streets live. Also: 
- Stockholm suburbs are in colonial relation to the inner city. The inner city is defined as a creative and liva-
ble place with a given attractiveness. This is our role model and we tend to imitate it when building denser.
- General problem in train stations. Divided into 2 parts, physically and visually. They make it hard to build 
denser and the areas next to the railway is today just wasteland.
- The suburbs in Stockholm were once radical and a symbol for the modern lifestyle. They “were the social 
democratic welfare society’s idea about the livable city”. The railway suburbs were never developed accor-
ding to their physical conditions. Could have been planned differently without barriers. (undersökning!)
- Hazardous goods; if a departure from the general rule is being made only in larger cities, then we have to 
start counting the suburbs as larger cities to overcome the barriers.

Sketch phase:
- Taking care of the old centrum (swot analyze). 
- Reprogramming of existing structures along the path.
- Sound proof housing.
- Creating a link using a visual element and sound shielded room connecting to the existing path. Also with 
housing.

Conclusion
- If we build housing depends more on the attitude towards the suburbs and whether it is feasible to build 
noise safe housing. There are already examples of housing being built close to the railway tracks and hig-
hways. Therefore, I considered it to be more relevant to bring something that increases the possibility of 
building on the ground near the track area.
- What is the strength of today’s suburbs? For example well functioning local activities/initiatives & neigh-
boring which could together form a dense fabric, to bring in life. 
- Sport associations have always had a strong position in Järfälla. Today the sport facilities are located on 
isolated and unattracive ground (diagram i Järfälla). Many of the investments in the sport carried out in 
Stockholm is in the form of lavish stadiums built on expensive land. The rents are often too high for local 
associations to use them. At the same time there is a will from the local associations to be situated in the 
dense city fabric, which they can not afford. The space between the highway will in the future both be situa-
ted within the dense fabric but will not be very expensive because of it’s exposed position.  Therefor there is 
an opportunity to locate a sport facility here.
- I have also tried to find other activities, maybe not as organized as sport, that is a part of many suburbs, 
aswell as Barkarby, if not very outspoken. That is for example skate boarding, grafitti painting, hockey 
bockey, bicycling, walking the dog, pensioners, walking the dog, gangs of youth just hanging around or dis-
covering hostile and forgotten places. These are things that are hard to ”get”, but often a part of these envi-
ronments and something that makes them colourful. That’s how I experienced growing up in this place.

Proposal
- The planned area could because of it’s strategic location next to the public transport be connected to other 
areas both locally (school and already existing sport facilities in the area) and regionally connecting to 
Stockholms City, Sundbyberg, Solna, Upplands-Bro, Upplands Väsby and Sollentuna. Show on map which 
facilities are needed!
- What is most needed in the Stockholm area today are ”multihalls” avalable for actvities such as floor ball, 
hand ball, volley ball, gymnastics and basket ball.
- The multi halls functions as attraction points. They are ”safe cards”, guaranteed fully booked from 7 to 
midnight each day. Other spontaneous recerational facilities, such as basket ball, bicycling, skate boarding 
and grafitti painting and outdoor fotboll and floorball are instead placed close to the natural flow of people 
to make them activated and ”safe to pass”.
-The activities are cut off from the noise sources by vegetation and the crater walls. 
- Circles: no corners, gathering form, creates clear rooms. 
- The project is connected to the southern subway entrance and a larger crater connecting to the existing 
path. An additional passage is created for the place to feel less claustrofobic.
-  Future  development (housing): To build on the plot in the middle could function as a catalyzer for future 
development of the adjacent areas. If the land is to become more attracive that could be an incentive to 
spend money on noise shielding and protection aganinst a possible train derailment (centrally closable 
ventilation & avrinning”). The houses could then work as noise barriers in itself, if making the facades and 
room dispositions noise proof. Therefor the strategy is to build lower structures for letting future facades 
facing each other linking the two sides visually. This could be an alternative to placing free standing sound 
barriers parallel to the tracks and highway (one strategy that is frequanelty used is parking garages or 
storage) which will only enchance the barrier effect. 1 single family units also creates a more livable street 
environment than apartment buildings and can be double sided (see plan suggestions). This is just a sugges-
tion and could of course be further developed. 
- It was important that the form is distinct. To read the area as one and at the same time announce it. 
Within this quite rigid structure there is a playfulness created by the remodeled ground. There are sponta-
neous spots mixed with organized programs.

SAMMANFATTNING; HÄR ÄR JAG NU:

”Multihallar nedsjunkna, maskerade”

Inspiration ”kratrar”

Konceptskiss

Tvärsektion. Efter ingrepp
Handskiss med funktioner, hör till ”nedsjunkna multihallar”

Tvärsektion. Före ingrepp

”Multihallar annonserade ovan mark”

Inspiration; The Gates of Hell, Turkmenistan

Ref;  Trier Roman Amphitheatre, Germany

Sketch

Sketch. Scaleless.

Section through 3D-model 1:1000

Sketch 1:3000

3D-model of sketch

3D-model of sketch

Sketch 1:3000
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